16th Annual C.B.I.A. Training Conference
November 4 ~ November 6, 2014
Symposium Training Hours: 20

POST Control # - POST Reviewing ~ STC Certification # - 4029-076381

Fess Parker’s – Doubletree Hotel
633 E. Cabrillo Blvd., Santa Barbara 93103  ~  Hotel: (805) 564-4333

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single/Double Rate</th>
<th>Triple Rate</th>
<th>Quad Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ 110.00 + tax</td>
<td>$ 120.00 + tax</td>
<td>$ 130.00 + tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parking Fees will be waived**

CBIA has a set number of rooms blocked for the conference; once the rooms are sold out, attendees will need to make their own accommodations. We encourage you to make your hotel reservation(s) as soon as possible. CBIA cannot guarantee the conference room rate after 10/13/14, nor will be coordinating accommodations to overflow hotels in the event our blocks of rooms are sold out. **HOTEL RESERVATIONS CAN BE MADE ANY TIME.**

Questions regarding the conference~training~hotel? Contact Victoria Foster @ 714-478-7196
2014 CBIA TRAINING SYMPOSIUM – SANTA BARBARA

**Schedule & Topics are Subject to Change**

**MONDAY – 11/3/14**

1700 – 1900    EARLY BIRD CONFERENCE CHECK-IN (3rd FLOOR)

1700 - 2130    CBIA HOSPITALITY ROOM (Refreshments/Food)

**TUESDAY – 11/5/13: 8 HOURS**

0700    CONFERENCE CHECK-IN *(downstairs/in front of conference room)*

0700 - 0930    BREAKFAST BUFFET

0800 - 0830    OPENING CEREMONIES

CBIA HOUSEKEEPING

DOOR PRIZE GIVEAWAYS

LEGAL UPDATES

*SID SMITH (SYSTEMS FOR PUBLIC SAFETY)*

1200 - 1300    LUNCH BREAK

1300 - 1700    TERRORISM AND THE IMPACT ON BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS

*OFC. ABE ASHABI (BEVERLY HILLS PD)*

1730 – 1830    CBIA HOSPITALITY ROOM OPEN

Questions regarding the conference~training~hotel? Contact Victoria Foster @ 714-478-7196
2014 CBIA TRAINING SYMPOSIUM

**Schedule & Topics are Subject to Change**

WEDNESDAY – NOV. 5, 2014: 8 HOURS

0700 – 0930  CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

0800 – 1200  CBIA HOUSKEEPING
             DOOR PRIZE GIVEAWAYS

  POST AUDIT ISSUES
  PRESENTED BY POST AREA REPRESENTATIVES

  STREAMLINING THE BACKGROUND PROCESS; YOUR APPLICANT;
  AND THE INTERNET; AB-25/SOCIAL MEDIA UPDATE.
  TRACY VERALDI (CITY OF LOS ANGELES/BACKGROUND UNIT)

1200 - 1300  LUNCH BREAK

1300 - 1700  INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES FOR YOUR APPLICANT
             LT. ROB LOMELI (SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY SD)

THURSDAY – 11/7/13: 4 HOURS

0700 - 0930  CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

0800 - 1200  CBIA HOUSEKEEPING
             DOOR PRIZE GIVEAWAYS

  ORGANIZATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT & HOW IT INTERACTS
  WITH BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS
  GORDON GRAHAM – GRAHAM RESEARCH CONSULTANTS

Questions regarding the conference~training~hotel? Contact Victoria Foster @ 714-478-7196
ADDITIONAL TRAINING COURSE ADDED TO THE CONFERENCE:

- IN CONCERT WITH OUR CONFERENCE, SID SMITH WILL BE HOSTING AN 8-HR ADMINISTRATION OF THE BACKGROUND PROCESS COURSE ON MON., 11/3 AT THE HOTEL; TO REGISTER FOR THIS TRAINING, GO TO http://www.backgroundinvestigators.com

**THIS COURSE IS POST CERTIFIED AND STC CERTIFIED FOR 8-HRS**

Questions regarding the conference~training~hotel? Contact Victoria Foster @ 714-478-7196